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From Partimento Fugue 

to Thoroughbass Fugue: 

New Perspectives1 

Maxim Serebrennikov 
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a "partimento fugue" returned just seven matches. Today a 

search yields dozens of references to papers presented at 
various conferences and symposiums, master classes and seminars, 
published articles and special issues of magazines, and even sites 
dedicated specifically to the topic. In short, "partimento fugue" has 
entered the realm of subjects being actively researched today.2 

In the present article we would like to join the rigorous discussion 
of partimento fugues, drawing attention to some theoretical questions 
that have never been discussed heretofore. 

What exactly is this fugue that has drawn the attention of so many 
scholars? Partimento fugue is the term modern researchers use to 
describe a type of fugue that emerged during the Baroque era under 
the influence of thoroughbass technique. This influence revealed itself 
most clearly in the chordal stating of its counter-subjects, frequent 

4 wish to express my gratitude to David Ledbetter (Royal Northern College of 
Music), Rudolf Rasch (Utrecht University), Konstanze Mušketa (Handelhaus 
Bibliothek) and Robert O. Gjerdingen (The School of Music, Northwestern 
University) who kindly provided me with helpful comments and critical remarks 
concerning the early version of this article. 
2As David Ledbetter rightly noted in private correspondence, partimento has in most 
recent years become a very fashionable and popular subject in international music 
scholarship. 
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cadencing, frequent shifts in textural density, and in a fluctuating 
number of parts - that is, everything that was painstakingly avoided 
in the so-called "regular fugue."3 

Although the term partimento fugue enjoys wide circulation in 
scholarship, we shall use a different one instead - thoroughbass fugue - 
for a number of reasons laid out in detail below. 

It is difficult to say with certainty who first thought to unite in a 
single musical text the inherendy different techniques of polyphonic 
and harmonic writing. Most likely, it was the Italian masters, who 
were credited as the inventors of thoroughbass.4 It was from Italy, the 
country leading the development of the musical arts in western 
Europe throughout the seventeenth century, that the practice of 
thoroughbass fugue spread to other areas of Europe, where it became 
widespread and acquired regional characteristics. 

3The expression "regular fugue" ("ordentliche Fuga'') had various meanings in 
musical theory and practice of the Baroque era. For example, Johann Mattheson 
considered a regular fugue to be one in which the subject begins on the tonic or 
dominant scale degree (Mattheson, Der Vollkommene Capellmeister [Hamburg: Verlegts 
Christian Herold, 1739], 367 sec. 8). According to Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, a 
regular fugue is one whose exposition is based on imitation at the fifth or fourth 
(Marpurg, Abhandlung von der Fuge [Berlin: bey A. Haude und J. C. Spener, Königl. und 
der Academie der Wissenschaften Buchhändler, 1753], 22 sec. 19). In a newspaper 
notice about J. S. Bach's famous improvisation in Potsdam (5 July 1747) regular fugue 
is indirectly placed in opposition to fugue improvised at the keyboard (See Bach- 
Dokumente , vol. 2: Fremdschriftliche und gedruckte Dokumente %ur Lebensgeschichte Johann 
Sebastian Bachs 1685-1750. Edited by Werner Neumann and Hans-Joachim Schulze, 
no. 554, p. 434). The composer himself later, in the dedication from The Musical 
Offering, clarified the reason and thought behind such a contrast. Combining informa- 
tion from the two documents, it can be concluded that by "regular fugue" Bach had 
in mind the contrapuntal fugue, the composition of which (as is well-known) is 
impossible without paper. Today, in reviewing Bach's own fugai output (the foremost 
being The Well-Tempered Clavier and The Art of Fugué), we can add to the list of a regular 
fugue's characteristic features: stability in the number of parts, their polyphonic 
independence, and a written-out and carefully developed contrapuntal texture. It is 
specifically in this last sense that we use the phrase "regular fugue" in the current 
paper. 
4According to Glen Wilson "the practice of notating on a single staff could have 
arisen in the German lands" (Review of William Renwick, "The Langloz Manuscript: 
Fugai Improvisation through Figured Bass," Music and Letters 83/2 [May 2002]: 
287-89.) 
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With the passing of the Baroque epoch, thoroughbass fugue was 
consigned to oblivion. It is revealing that at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, the teachers of Parisian and Italian conservatories 
(where partimento practice had for a long time remained one of the 
most important disciplines) noted that fugai exercises had become a 
"terra incognita." 

In the school of music established in Naples, among the exercises 
given to young men who have made some progress in partimenti 
and counterpoint, is the Basso Fugato, where one invents parts 
from which to compose a fugue in several voices .... Now this 
method, which is little known or completely unknown in other 
countries, poses great difficulties for many students.5 

By the end of the nineteenth to the beginning of the twentieth 
century, examples of thoroughbass fugue aroused surprise and 
bewilderment, even among well-informed musicians. For example, the 
German musicologist, editor, and bibliographer Robert Eitner 
(1832-1905) was very disappointed that two works for keyboard, 
Fantasies and Fughettas BWV 907 and 908, which are written using 
traditional figured bass notation (i.e., ciphered on a single staff with 
the help of figures), were only partially preserved.6 Similar misunder- 
standings can be found in scholarly work from the end of the 

5"Un des exercises de l'école de musique établie à Naples est de donner aux jeunes 
gens qui ont fait des progrès dans les Partimenti dans le Contrepoint, un Basso 
fugato, pour en diviser les parties don't ils composent une Fugue à plusieurs voix  
Or, cette méthode étant point du tour, offre de grandes difficultés à plusiers 
personnes" (Emanuele Imbimbo, Séquito de' Partimenti Ossia Esercito d'Armonia Vocale 
e Instrumentale Sopra I Bassi Fugati [Paris: Chez Carli, 1 81 4]). For more details, see Rosa 
Cafiero, tťThe Early Reception of Neapolitan Partimento Theory in France: A 
Survey," Journal of Music Theory 51/1 (Spring 2007): 137-59. 
Obviously, Eitner assumed these pieces were for ensemble, because he comments: 
"From the first two [compositions] there is only the basso continuo [part], given on 
a single stave" («Doch von den ersten beiden ist nur der Be. vorhanden, auf 1 System 
notiert»), in "Kirchhoff, Gottfried" in Biographisch-Bibliographisches Quellen-Lexikon der 
Musiker und Musikgelehrten, vol. 5 [Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1904], 370-71). There 
are reasons to believe that BWV 907 and BWV 908 were written by Gottfried 
Kirchhoff, J. S. Bach's contemporary and countryman (see Yoshitaki Kobayashi, 
"Neuerkenntnisse zu einigen Bach-Quellen and Hand schrifrkundlicher Unter- 
suchungen," Bach-Jahrbuch 1 978, 51 ; Russell Stinson, The Bach Manuscripts ofjohann Peter 
Kellner and His Circle: Л Case Study in Reception History [Durham, North Carolina: Duke 
University Press, 1989], 129). 
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twentieth century. In the modern edition of F. E. Niedťs treatise 
Musical Guide (1700), a multi-part fugue, likewise recorded on a single 
stave, is incorrectly identified as a two-part fugue.7 

Alfred Mann's work on the pedagogical activity of G. F. Handel 
laid the beginnings to the rebirth of the forgotten tradition.8 Among 
Handel's autographs kept by the Fitzwilliam Museum (Cambridge), 
Mann discovered a large number of uncoordinated sheets containing 
pedagogical assignments and examples. Using them as a basis, he 
reconstructed a complete course in composition that Handel used at 
some point in teaching the daughters of England's King George II 
(1683-1760). As it turns out, the program of study included fugai 
exercises in thoroughbass. 

Next to call attention to Handel's course of study in composition 
was David Ledbetter. Using the material that Mann had found, he 
prepared the manual Contìnuo Playing According to Handel: His Figured 
Bass Exercises ,9 in which he naturally included all the examples of 
thoroughbass fugue. In a short but content-rich preface Ledbetter 
clearly differentiates two baroque traditions of fugai composition: one 
carefully worked out on paper and based on contrapuntal techniques, 
the other improvised while at the instrument and based on thorough- 
bass technique (p. 2). 

Pamela Poulin cursorily touches the question of thoroughbass 
fugue in connection with the English translation and edition of the 

7Niedt, The Musical Guide , Parts I- III (1700-1717), trans. P. L. Poulin and I. C. Taylor 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), vii, xiii, 48. This misunderstanding is also noted by 
other researchers (see David Schulenberg, "Composition and Improvisation in the 
School of J. S. Bach," Bach Perspectives 1 (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1995), 14; and William Renwick The bangio^ Manuscript: Fugai Improvisation 
through Figured Bass [New York: Oxford University Press, 2001], 4). 
8See Mann, "Eine Kompositionslehre von Händel," Händel-Jahrbuch , 1964/ 65; Mann, 
"Händel G. F.: Aufzeichnungen zur Kompositionslehre aus den Handschriften im 
Fitzwilliam Museum," Hallische Händel-Ausgabe, suppl. vol. 1 (Leipzig: VEB Deutscher 
Verlag für Musik, 1978), 35-57; Mann, "Bach and Handel as Teachers of Thorough 
Bass," Bach, Handel, Scarlatti: Tercentenary Essays, ed. Peter Williams (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1985), 245-57; Mann, Theory and Practice: The Great 
Composer as Student and Teacher (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1987), 7-39. 9 Continuo Playing According to Handel: His Fingered Bass Exercises with a commentary by 
David Ledbetter (Oxford: Clarendon University Press, 1990). 
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practical guide Precepts and Principles for playing the Thorough-Bass or 
Accompanying in four Parts (1738), the authorship of which is attributed 
to J. S. Bach. She closes her evaluation of the issue with the following 
thought: 

The development of this outline system, whereby fugue subjects 
and implied harmonies are provided for students to flesh out, 
might be helpful in teaching eighteenth-century fugue today.10 

The real burst of interest in thoroughbass fugue occurred 
following the publication of William Renwick's The Langlo^Manuscript: 
Fugai Improvisation through Figured Bass (2001), which presented to 
readers not only the most thorough and up-to-date information on 
the phenomenon, but also offered facsimile reproductions of the most 
extensive collection of thoroughbass fugues.11 

A year later Russian researchers also began, though independendy 
of foreign colleagues, to study thoroughbass fugue. They were led to 
this forgotten tradition by way of a different source however - 
UA.B.C. Musical (c.1734) by Gottfried Kirchhoff (1685-1746), in his 
time a celebrated German organist and composer in Halle, a fellow 
student alongside G. F. Handel and a good acquaintance of J. S. Bach. 
His collection, containing, as its tide page asserts, "preludes and 
fugues in all keys," was considered irretrievably lost for many years. 
In March 2002, one copy of the edition (and apparendy the only 
extant copy) was rediscovered in the library of the St. Petersburg 
Conservatory.12 From the outset of studying UA.B.C. Musical ' 

10 J. S. Bach* s Precepts and Principles for Playing the Thorough-Bass or Accompanying in Four 
Parts, Leipzig, 1738 (Oxford: Clarendon University Press, 1994), xxv. 
nRenwick, The Langlo% Manuscript: Fugai Improvisations through Figured Bass (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2001). It appears that the facsimile of the complete source 
specifically ignited interest in thoroughbass fugue. Renwick published a sizable 
section of his research again in 1999 in the form of a detailed article, but this did not 
arouse such a lively response (see "39. Praeludia et Fugen del Signor Johann Sebastian 
Bach?: The Langloz Manuscript, SBB Mus. Ms. Bach P 296," Bach Perspectives , vol. 4: 
The Music of J. S. Bach : Analysis and Interpretation , ed. David Schulenberg [Lincoln, 
Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1999], 137-58). 
12The first to notice the uniqueness of this specimen was St. Petersburg Conservatory 
professor Anatoly Milka. For additional information about the fate of UA.B.C. 
Musical and how it came to the St. Petersburg Conservatory Library, see my article, 
"LA.B.C. Musical by Gottfried Kirchoff: A Work Thought to be Lost," The Organ 
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researchers were amazed by its unusual, as it then seemed, method of 
recording musical material: not only the preludes , but also the fugues of 
the collection, despite the polyphonic nature of that form, are 
ciphered on one staff using various clefs and thoroughbass figures. 
No one knew how to treat such "enigmatic" notation of imitative 
polyphony: as a unique specimen of astonishing Baroque inventive- 
ness or as an example of a practice so long forgotten as to now be 
fully unknown? Pursuit of the answer to this question led Russian 
musicologists to uncover an entire tradition from the Baroque era - 
the tradition of fugue composition and improvisation based on 
thoroughbass. 

Varieties of Thoroughbass Fugue 

At the time of writing this article, the author had been able to 
collect close to three hundred musical examples of thoroughbass 
fugue and to find numerous valuable references to the phenomenon 
in historical treatises.13 In the course of accumulating and studying 
this material it has become clear that thoroughbass fugue might show 
varying degrees of textural detail, and at its height, existed in no less 
than four forms: 

1) encoded, 
2) partially encoded, 
3) realized (with or without figures), and 
4) improvised. 

Let us illustrate each of the listed forms with concrete examples.14 

The encoded thoroughbass fugue is a fugue notated on a single staff 
with the aid of various clefs and thoroughbass figures. The technique 
for encoding the imitative many-voiced texture is as follows: The 

350 (2009): 21-27. 
13A fidi listing of all sources and their detailed description are presented in Solo 
Keyboard Thoroughbass Fugue of the Baroque Era (Maxim Serebrennikov, Ph.D. diss. St. 
Petersburg State Conservatory, expected 2010). 
14Note that, in order for the reader not to be misled regarding the dimensions of 
thoroughbass fugue, the author has intentionally selected for illustration either 
fragments or the shortest examples. 
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primary part enters with the subject, the main constructional unit of 
the entire composition. The notation of the selected part continues 
until the point of the next entrance of the subject, at which point the 
"accompanying" part is indicated with figures. A change of register 
within the limits of the single staff is accomplished through a change 
of clefs. As a result, all entrances of the theme are "packed" into one 
stave (Example 1). 

Example 1. The Langlo(t)z manuscript, Fugue no. 2 in С minor. 

Notating the entire texture of a thoroughbass fugue as "one 
voice" with figures is the most efficient and compact method of 
writing, and most closely approaches pure thoroughbass notation. 
However, this approach precludes the use of even the most elemen- 
tary of contrapuntal devices. The solution to this problem was very 
simple; musicians simply wrote out all two-voice statements and 
episodes when formed by pair of neighboring parts (for example, a 
combination of answer and counter-subject).15 The presence of the 
additional voice in the notation allowed not only for a reflection of 
the fugue's contrapuntal work at the level of two-voice writing, but 
also laid the foundation for possible realizations in multi-voice 
sections of the piece. As a matter of fact, the two-voice notation 
became a prompting: the performer, guided by the underlying 
contrapuntal idea, could determine and then use in the fugue the 
devices of invertible- or horizontally-shifting counterpoint at his own 
initiative. In the F-minor fugue from L! A.B.C. Musical by Kirchhoff, 
for example, the notated counter-subject serves as a clue for the 
possible entrance of the theme in the upper voice, that is, for the use 
of invertible counterpoint (Example 2). 

15In rare cases three neighboring parts have been written out on a single stave (see, 
for example, Fantasies and Fughettas BWV 907 and 908). 
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Example 2a. G. Kirchhoff. LA.B.C. Musical (с. 1734), Fugue in F 
minor. 

Example 2b. G. Kirchhoff. LA.B.C. Musical с. 1734). Fugue in F 
minor: a possible realization. 

The manner of notating a thoroughbass fugue described above is 
markedly predominant among extant examples. The reasons for this 
are clear. From the position of traditional thoroughbass notation, such 
a method proves to be optimal, since it requires no additional 
indications or preparatory thinking regarding realization. However, in 
relation to a fugue's polyphonic nature, it has a substantial short- 
coming: there is considerable restriction at the textual level with 
regard to the subject's entrances. Since the "vertical line" in thorough- 
bass is constructed upwards from a given note, the part entering with 
the theme must always be the lowest one. Thus, only two permuta- 
tions of the order in which voices enter are available for the thorough- 
bass fugue intended for complete encoding: S- A-T-B (Examples 1, 
2, 3a) and A-S-T-B (Example 3b). The ability to vary the upper pair 
of parts can be explained through the possibility, typically, to combine 
neighboring parts fully onto a single stave and within a single clef. A 
repeat entry of the subject in the upper parts (S or A) is possible only 
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by having the lower voices exit, accomplished with the help of a 
cadentdal pattern. The harmonic hiatus and drastic change of textural 
density occurring in such cases inevitably lead to deep caesuras - a 
characteristic of a thoroughbass fugue's unfolding. 

Example 3a. F. Durante. Regole di parimenti (1761). Fugai 
partimento in G minor. 

Example 3b. В. Pasquini. Fuga in Basso Contìnuo (c. 1702) 

The predetermined nature of the descending order of voice 
entries in all groups of statements in the encoded thoroughbass fugue 
is clearly demonstrated in the D-minor fugue from П A.B.C. Musical 
by Kirchhoff (Example 4). Here the first two statements trace an 
ascending order of voice entrances: B-T. At the moment of the third 
entry, however, the register resources of the stave and bass clef are 
exhausted. The composer must remove both parts (textural caesura!), 
change clefs, and begin a repeated statement of the subject, but now 
with the uppermost part (marked "solo''). As a result, it is the second 
group of statements, not the first, that satisfies the requirements for 
the exposition of a fugue by offering an entry of the subject in all 
parts. Thus, the first two statements lie outside the framework of a 
true exposition and fulfill the function of a peculiar introduction to 
the fugue (pre-expositionary statements). Note that the remaining 
statement groups of this fugue likewise have a descending order of 
voice entries and are introduced after a rest, necessarily preceded by 
a cadence. 
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Example 4. G. Kirchhoff. LA. В. С. Musical (с. 1734). Fugue in D 
minor. 

The attempt to encode the thoroughbass fugue with a more 
varied textural plan of entries leads to complication of traditional 
thoroughbass notation. Some pieces have, beyond the usual figures, 
additional markings indicating the subject's entry in the upper parts, 
for example "entra la fuga" (subject enters) - see Example 3b, "imit." 
(imitation of subject), or "Fug." (play fugally) - see Example 5. Such 
remarks are needed to suggest to the performer when it is necessary 
to state the subject in one of the upper parts, but performers must 
determine on their own which tonality and which specific part to use, 
guided by the bass line and the figures. 

Example 5. G. Keller. A Compleate Method (1707). Fugue in D 
minor. 

Handel, in his fugai exercises, employs a most precise system for 
designating a subject entry in the upper parts. His method can be 
traced back to the tradition of German organ tabulature: uppercase 
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letters (С, А, Т, В) to indicate the specific part that should enter with 
the subject, and lowercase letters marked by dashes above to indicate 
the initial pitch (Example 6). Realizing this sort of notation direcdy at 
the keyboard is a great challenge even for an experienced performer. 
Handel most likely intended preliminary training on paper. 

Example 6. G. F. Handel. Composition Lessons (1720s). Fugue in F 
major. 

Thoroughbass fugue, as represented in Examples 3b, 5, and 6, 
that is, with complicated thoroughbass notation, is most frequendy 
found as the final exercises in thoroughbass manuals. They obviously 
served as "test pieces" ( Probe-Stücke ), by which students could confirm 
their complete proficiency in the art of figured bass accompaniment. 
In repertoire albums, intended for daily practice, encoded thorough- 
bass fugues do not move beyond the bounds of optimal notation. 

The partially encoded thoroughbass fugue is a thoroughbass fugue in 
which only the middle parts are encoded, while the outer parts are 
written out on separate staves in their respective clefs (Example 7). To 
state it another way - it is an encoded thoroughbass fugue in which 
the upper part appears in full on its own staff. 
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Example 7. D. Speer. Grundrichtiger Unterricht (1697). Fuga in A 
major. 

Apparently, this manner of notation was used at the beginning level 
of thoroughbass fugue study, since it proves to be the easiest kind to 
realize. Additionally, the use of two staves allows for a repeated 
statement of the subject in the upper part without interrupting the 
melodic motion of the remaining voices in the process. 

The realised thoroughbass fugue is a fugue whose texture is fully 
written out. Furthermore, in cases where the realization is offered as 
a visual model, the notation typically includes figures. Such is the 
presentation of the fugue inj. D. Heinichen's treatise Der General-Bass 
in der Composition (1728) and the fugues inj. S. Bach's practical manual 
Precepts and Principles (1738). 
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Example 8. J. S. Bach, Precepts and Principles (1738). Fugai exercise in 
С major. 

Attention should be given to one detail regarding the appearance 
of the realization. Both in Heinichen's fugue and those of Bach, the 
division of material between staves is stricdy maintained for the 
entirety of the piece: the fugai task is recorded completely on the 
lower stave (even those entrances of the subject played with the right 
hand), while the realization is recorded on the upper one. 

Many of Johann Caspar Simon's fughettas from Musicalisches 
Л.В.С. (1 749) can serve as outstanding examples of realized thorough- 
bass fugue. One is given in Example 9:16 

16A11 figures enclosed in square brackets [] beginning with Example 8 were added by 
the author. 
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Example 9b. J. С. Simon, Musicalisches Л, В . С. (1749), Fughgetta 
no. 8 in F major (transcription). 

Despite the fully written-out texture and absence of figures, 
Simon's fughetta has all the features typical of thoroughbass fugue: 
during the entire piece the parts enter only in descending order, the 
repeated statement of the subject in the upper part (bar 6) implies the 
removal of the lower one, and with the attainment of multi-voiced 
texture the upper parts lose their melodic individuality and combine 
to form chords. A harmonic analysis reveals that the whole fughetta 
is made up of those standard formulaic thoroughbass patterns with 
which every professional organist and clavier player of the Baroque 
era was familiar.17 It is not surprising, then, that identical harmonic 

17As is well known, composition during the Baroque era was regarded as a tradecraft:. 
For example, Robert O. Gjerdingen compares the life of the galant composer to the 
life of a musical craftsman (Music in the Galant Style [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2007], 7). The foremost requirement of the professional musician was to be capable 
of quickly producing music of high quality, not to create something original. Some 
pieces were formed from prepared blocks of music that the musician had worked out 
in the process of his studies. This tradecraft approach to composition was dictated 
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progressions are found in the fugues of different composers, 
sometimes even appearing in precisely the same melodic-rhythmic 
design. As proof, we offer a few fragments from compositions by 
Kirchhoff, Durante, and Petzold (Example 10), which exacdy 
correspond to the material from the closing episode of Simon's 
fughetta (bars 13-15): 

Example 10a. G. Kirchhoff. LA.B.C. Musical (c. 1734). Fugue in С 
major. 

Example 10b. F. Durante. Regole di partimenti (1761). Fugai 
partimento in A major. 

Example 10c. Ch. Petzold. Fugue in G major. 

Let us consider one more example - the C-minor fugue from the 
manuscript copy of J. S. Bach's WTC , Book I (P 401). Sometime 
around 1730-1740, an unknown musician entered a number of 
analytical remarks into the text of this piece, as well as that of the D- 
minor prelude (Figure 1). As Joel Lester has rightly noted, the figures 
indicating the interval of the upper parts from the lower one at every 
moment are functionally analogous to thoroughbass figures.18 

by the conditions of life at that time. The musician (whether working in the context 
of church or court) had to supply new music with regularity, regardless of inspiration. 
This volume and rhythm of work made it impossible to survive without concrete 
recipes for making fresh music. 
18 Compositional Theory in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1992), 82. 
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Figure 1. J. S. Bach. WTC I, Fugue no. 2 in С minor (P 401). 
Quoted from Lester, Compositional Theory , 83. 

It stands to reason that, with enough interest and effort, one 
could use thoroughbass figures and additional markings to encode any 
of Bach fugues from WTC onto a single stave, without changing its 
contrapuntal nature. On the other hand, a fugue might be written out 
in full and have no figures, yet, all the same, be formed out of 
standard thoroughbass patterns.19 Obviously, the abundance of the 
latter aroused Marpurg's indignation in his Abhandlung von der Fuge 
(1753): 

For those fugue-makers, however, who accomplish nothing more 
than a simple harmonic support in the counterparts, even though 
actually written out and not indicated by figures, there can be no 
excuse.20 

19The most convincing evidence of this thesis are those thoroughbass fugues that 
have reached us in two versions (according to notation). For example, Kirchhoff s 
fugue from manuscript Mus. ms. 1 1605 (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin) is written out in 
full, but its version in UA.B.C. Musical is presented encoded. For more detail, see 
Gottfried Kirchhoff, Prelude and Fugue for Organ from the Manuscript Mus. Ms. 1 1 60s , First 
Edition , ed. with preface and commentaries by Maxim Serebrennikov (St. Petersburg: 
Polytechnical University Publishing, 2009), 4. 
^"Diejenigen Fugenmacher hingegen sind nicht aus diese Weise zu entschuldigen, die 
in ihren Ausarbeitungen, wo keine Ziffern vorhanden sind; sondern wo alle Noten 
in jeder Stimme durch würkliche Noten ausgedrücket stehen, doch nichts mehr als 
ein ordentliches Accompagnement zu Markte bringen" (Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, 
Abhandlung von der Fuge [Berlin: bey A. Haude und J. C. Spener, Königl. und der 
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Lastly, thoroughbass fugue could exist without being put on 
paper, if it was improvised at the instrument. This practice is mentioned 
in the pages of a few historical treatises. One of these references 
belongs to Mattheson: 

One should restrict oneself even less to the practice of some 
organists, who first quite respectably, without the slightest embel- 
lishment, perform the theme four times through on the entire 
keyboard in nothing but consonances and pastoral thirds; then 
begin again just as circumspecdy with the consequent from its 
beginning; always producing the same tune; interposing nothing 
imitative or syncopating; but constandy only playing the naked 
chord, as if it were a thoroughbass.21 

These lines, taken from the treatise Der vollkommene Capellmeister 
(1739), permit two important conclusions. First, the enumerated 
performance practices correspond completely to the typological 
characteristics of thoroughbass fugue revealed through the above 
analysis of musical examples. Consequently, the difference between 
thoroughbass fugue recorded on paper and that improvised at the 
instrument could well be minimal, possibly nonexistent. Second, the 
fact that a venerable musician and theorist deigned to give attention 
to his colleagues, who were supporting the theme with just "naked" 
chords, not only fails to negate, but rather confirms that the practice 
of fugai improvisation on the foundation of thoroughbass was 
generally accepted and widespread.22 

Academie der Wissenschaften Buchhändler, 1753], 149-50). 21 "Vielweniger darff man sich an den Gebrauch einiger Organisten binden, die das 
Thema erst, ohne die geringste Verblümung, fein ehrbar und viermahl durchs gantze 
Ciavier in lauter Consonan tzien und Lämmer-Tertzien hören lassen; hernach wieder 
mit dem Gefährten eben so bescheidentlich von oben anfangen; immer einerley Leier 
treiben; nichts nachahmendes oder rückendes dazwischen bringen; sondern nur stets 
den blossen Accord, als ob es ein General-Baß wäre, dazu greiffen" (Johann 
Mattheson, Der Vollkommene Capellmeister [Hamburg: Verlegts Christian Herold, 1739], 
388). 
22The general attitude of contemporary musicians to thoroughbass fugue was 
ambiguous: some welcomed and promoted it (e.g., Lorenzo Penna, Niedt, Heinichen, 
Philipp Christoph Härtung); some did not accept it and subjected it to criticism (e.g., 
Mattheson, Marpurg). 
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Thus, even on the basis of the music examples and excerpts from 
historical treatises presented, it is apparent that thoroughbass fugue 
is not merely an inventive, clever form of notation for imitative, multi- 
voiced textures, but an independent type of fugue, having its own 
recognizable features. 

Partimento Fugue or Thoroughbass Fugue? 

We recall that in modern musicology, the term commonly applied 
to the type of fugue that approaches thoroughbass in its nature is 
partimento fugueP Why have we rejected this term in favor of thorough- 
bass fugue ? Let us compare the two terms with respect to their 
conformity to the essence of the phenomenon itself. 

First of all, we note that neither descriptor, partimento fugue nor 
thoroughbass fugue , is found in any historical record, especially as a 
terminological designator. In this aspect each has equal rights to 
usage. Even so, the latter is to be preferred. 

Partimenti is the generic name used by Italians for exercises in solo 
thoroughbass.24 Entire "schools" made up of such pieces were 

23See, for example, William Renwick, Analysing Fugue: A Schenkerian Approach 
(Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1995), 5-11, 16, 186, 229; Renwick, "39. Praeludia 
et Fugen del Signor Johann Sebastian Bach? The Langloz Manuscript, SBB Mus. Ms. 
Bach P 296," Bach Perspectives, vol. 4: The Music of J. S. bach: Analysis and Interpretation , 
ed. David Schulenberg (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1999), 
1 37-58; Renwick, The Langlo^Manuscript: Fugai Improvisation through Figured Brass (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 1-8; David Ledbetter, commentary in Continuo 
Playing According to Handel: His Figured Bass Exceräses (Oxford: Clarenden University 
Press, 2002), 98-101; David Schulenberg, The Keyboard Music of J. S. Bach (New York: 
Routledge, 2006), 445; Natalya Simakova, Strict Counterpoint , Book II: Fugue: Its Logic 
and Poetics [in Russian] (Moscow: "Kompozitor" Publishing House, 2007), 275-77, 
392-401, 471-72; Ewald Demeyere, "La fugue partimento: excercice ou composi- 
tion?" Les écritures musicales: Recherche et enseignement basés sur les pratiques compositionnelles , 
ed. J. P. Deleuze and S. Van Bellegem (Brussels: Mardaga, 2007), 125-35; Bruno 
Gingras, "Partimento Fugue in Eighteenth-Century Germany: A Bridge between 
Thoroughbass Lessons and Fugai Composition," Lighteenth-Century Music 5 / 1 (March 
2008): 51-74. 
24It is commonly accepted that during the Baroque era the word "exercise" had a 
broader meaning than it did in the following centuries. Not only instructive or 
pedagogic works, but even the greatest masterpieces could carry the name "Lessons," 
"Ciavierübung," "Essercizi," etc. Partimenti collections are no exception. A few 
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especially popular in the teaching practices of the conservatories at 
Naples, Bologna, and Milan. Francesco Durante's course Regole di 
parimenti numerati e diminuiti (1761), which is among the parimenti 
collections that have survived to our day, was one of the most 
frequendy used.25 

As a rule, these parimenti schools comprised not only homo- 
phonic exercises, but also fugai ones; what is more, pieces of the latter 
type were sometimes marked with the heading "Fuga" (Figure 2a-b). 
Apparendy, this is origin of the term partimento fugue - the word from 
the tide to the full collection being combined with that of the 
individual exercise. 

Figure 2a. F. Durante. Regole di parimenti (1761). Partimento in С 
major, entided "Fuga" (127r). From the copy held in the library of 
Naples Conservatory (Italy). Shelf mark: 34.2.3 (olim 45.1.4). 

Figure 2b. G. Tritto. Parimenti e Regole generali, (1810) 
Partimento in E major, entided "Fuga 6a" (p. 39). 

exercises in these schools are, in essence, true works of art. 
25According to Cafiero more than twenty copies of this handbook still exist 
("Durante, Francesco" in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart , ed. Ludwig Finscher 
[Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2001], vol. 5, 1672). Two of them belonged to the famous 19th- 
century Italian opera composers Vincenzo Bellini (1801-1853) and Alfredo Catalani 
(1854-1893), who used them, most likely, for mastering the art of thoroughbass. For 
more details about Durante's manual see Thar aid Borgir, The Performance of the Basso 
Continuo in Italian Baroque Music (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1987), 141-47. 
Most of Durante's partimenti may be found now in a modern edition ( Bassi e fughe: 
Un manuale inedito per riscoprire la vera prassi esecutiva della Scuola Napolentana del 
Settecento , ed. G. A. Pastore [Padova: Armelin Musica, 2003]). See also Robert О. 
Gjerdingen, Momuments of Partimenti [website], URL: http://faculty- 
web.at.northwestern.edu/music/gjerdingen/partimenti/collections/Durante/in 
dex.htm (07.12.2009). 
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Although the term thoroughbass fugue is similarly a modern "inven- 
tion," its lexical content has something in common with expressions 
contemporary to the Baroque era. For instance, we come across such 
a heading as "Fuga in basso continuo" in Bernardo Pasquini's MS 
Add. 31501 (1704) of London's treasury of keyboard works and in 
Andrea Basili's collection of keyboard pieces Musica Universale (1776) 
(Figure 3), and we find the analogous German phrase "Fuge im 
General-Bass" in Part I of the treatise Musical Guide (1700) by 
F. E. Niedt. 

Figure 3. A. Basili. Musica Universale (1776). Fuga in Basso continuo 
(p. 38). 

However, the principal distinction between the two terms under 
discussion is found in their respective semantic import. According to 

explanatory dictionaries of the Italian language, one possible meaning 
of the word partimento is "part, or portion," and "component of the 
whole." Therefore, in a musical context, the word was understood as 
an exercise (or piece) in which the texture was written out only 
partially, i.e., encoded on a single staff with the help of thoroughbass 
figures [partimenti numerati) or without them [partimenti sentía numeri ). 
Consequendy, the precise meaning of the term partimento fugue is a 
"coded fugue." Nevertheless, modern researchers assign this term to 
fugues without regard to written appearance. As a result, 
J. D. Heinichen's fugue from the treatise Der General-Bass in der 
Composition (1728), J. S. Bach's fugues from the manual Precepts and 

Principles (1738), and many other fugues which have reached us in full 
realization are regularly called partimento fugues - that is, encoded 

fugues. 

We should add that the Italians used a distinct term for realized 

partimenti - ripartimento. This can be judged by the heading for 

manuscript MU. MS. 709, for example, which contains realizations of 

homophonic and fugai exercises from F. Durante's course, as 

completed by composer and priest Padre Mariano Stecher (Figure 4). 
Following this tradition, it would be more logical to call the fugue by 
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Heinichen, those by Bach and analogous specimens as ripartimento 
fugues, . 

Figure 4. M. Stecher. 36. dipartimenti del celebre Maestro 
Francesco Durante . Title page. Reproduced by permission of 
the The Fitzwilliam Museum (Cambridge). Shelf mark: 
MU. MS. 709. 
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The idea of thoroughbass {General-Baß) first appears in the third 
volume of Michael Praetorius' Syntagma Musicum (1619), where it plays 
the role of a synonym for Italian Basso Continuo .26 Following 
Praetorius, these terms were used by later German theorists as 
synonymous up to the end of the seventeenth century. The first who 
emphasized the difference between them was Niedt, in his opening 
section of Musical Guide (1 700). It is significant that, already in Niedťs 
treatise, thoroughbass is understood not only as the particular 
accompaniment technique by which a composition's full multi-voice 
musical fabric is drawn out of a single bass line, but is interpreted as 
"the most complete foundation of music" (Niedt 1989, 28) F In fact, 

26 Syntagma musicum , III (Wolffenbüttel: bey Elias Holwein, 1619), 144. 
27"Der General-Baßist das vollkommenste Fundament der Music" (Niedt, Musicalische 
Handleitung oder Gründlicher Unterricht. Erster Theil. Handelt vom General-Bass, 
denselben schlecht weg zu spielen [Hamburg: Nicolaus Spieringk, 1700], Cap. II). 
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the realm of meaning of this term was even broader. As Inna Barsova 
notes, "the fundamental idea of thoroughbass is extraordinarily 
multilayered and multiplex. It covers a wide range of meaning in the 
history and theory of music, as well as in musical practice" 28(Barsova 
1997, 145). At the very least, by the first half of the eighteenth 
century, thoroughbass was understood as: 

1) the method of notation existing as a shorthand form of multi- 
voice writing, 

2) a technique for accompaniment, 
3) a foundation of the craft of composition, and 
4) instruction regarding the construction of chords and the rules 

of voice-leading. 

At the end of the nineteenth century, one more meaning was 
added to those above. Following Hugo Riemann, the chronological 
period in the history of European music during which thoroughbass 
defined the method of composition and notation came to be called 
"the age of the thoroughbass" ("das Generalbaßzeitalter").29 
Thoroughbass should, thus be understood as a specific type of 
musical thought, filling the space between counterpoint and functional 
harmony. 

The stated arguments clearly affirm that thoroughbass fugue truly is 
the more accommodative, precise, and universal term. As opposed to 
partimento fugue , it reflects not only the outward aspect of the phenom- 
enon (i.e., a method of notation), but also its essence (i.e., a system of 
organizing the musical fabric). Hierarchically, it stands at a higher 
degree and absorbs the term partimento fugue into itself. In other words, 
partimento fugue is merely a single case of thoroughbass fugue , though the 
more frequent one among extant specimens. 

^Irena Barsova, Барсова И. А Очерки по истории партитурной нотации (XV 
- первая половина XVIII века). М.: Московская гос. Консерватория, 1997, 
414, clviii е.. 
29 Handbuch der Musikgeschichte (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1911), vol. 2, part 2. 
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